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This book serves as an introduction to the key elements of good design. Broken
into sections covering the fundamental elements of design, key works by
acclaimed designers serve to illustrate technical points and encourage readers to
try out new ideas. Themes covered include narrative, colour, illusion, ornament,
simplicity, and wit and humour. The result is an instantly accessible and easy to
understand guide to graphic design using professional techniques.
An exploration of why people all over the world love to engage in pain on
purpose--from dominatrices, religious ascetics, and ultramarathoners to
ballerinas, icy ocean bathers, and sideshow performers Masochism is sexy,
human, reviled, worshipped, and can be delightfully bizarre. Deliberate and
consensual pain has been with us for millennia, encompassing everyone from
Black Plague flagellants to ballerinas dancing on broken bones to competitive
eaters choking down hot peppers while they cry. Masochism is a part of us. It
lives inside workaholics, tattoo enthusiasts, and all manner of garden variety painseekers. At its core, masochism is about feeling bad, then better—a phenomenon
that is long overdue for a heartfelt and hilarious investigation. And Leigh Cowart
would know: they are not just a researcher and science writer—they’re an
inveterate, high-sensation seeking masochist. And they have a few questions:
Why do people engage in masochism? What are the benefits and the costs? And
what does masochism have to say about the human experience? By participating
in many of these activities themselves, and through conversations with
psychologists, fellow scientists, and people who seek pain for pleasure, Cowart
unveils how our minds and bodies find meaning and relief in pain—a quirk in our
programming that drives discipline and innovation even as it threatens to swallow
us whole.
'The next time you are tempted to design a logo, take a look at this book.
Chances are, it has already been done. By raising the bar, this wonderful
resource will make better designers of all of us.' – Michael Bierut of Pentagram
Design, on the first edition of Logo This bestselling logo bible has provided
graphic designers with an indispensable reference source for over a decade, and
over 300 new logos have been added to this fully revised and updated edition. All
the logos are grouped into categories such as crosses, stars, crowns, animals,
and people, and are shown in black and white to emphasize the visual form of
the logos. This offers designers a ready resource to draw upon in the research
phase of identity projects. Logos are also indexed alphabetically by name of
designer, and by industrial sector for ease of use.
Charting the movements, developments, and ideas that transformed the way
women dress, this book gives a unique perspective on the history of twentiethcentury fashion. From the invention of the bias cut and the stiletto heel to the
designers who changed the way we think about clothes, the book is entertaining,
intelligent, and a visual feast.
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A compelling defense for the importance of design and how it shapes our
behavior, our emotions, and our lives Design has always prided itself on being
relevant to the world it serves, but interest in design was once limited to a small
community of design professionals. Today, books on "design thinking" are best
sellers, and computer and Web-based tools have expanded the definition of who
practices design. Looking at objects, letterforms, experiences, and even
theatrical performances, award-winning author Jessica Helfand asserts that
understanding design's purpose is more crucial than ever. Design is meaningful
not because it is pretty but because it is an intrinsically humanist discipline,
tethered to the very core of why we exist. For example, as designers collaborate
with developing nations on everything from more affordable lawn mowers to
cleaner drinking water, they must take into consideration the full range of a given
community's complex social needs. Advancing a conversation that is unfolding
around the globe, Helfand offers an eye-opening look at how designed things
make us feel as well as how--and why--they motivate our behavior.
New in the "100 Ideas that Changed..." series, this book demonstrates how ideas
influenced and defined graphic design, and how those ideas have manifested
themselves in objects of design. The 100 entries, arranged broadly in
chronological order, range from technical (overprinting, rub-on designs, split
fountain); to stylistic (swashes on caps, loud typography, and white space); to
objects (dust jackets, design handbooks); and methods (paper cut-outs,
pixelation).
Dutch Moderne examines a little-charted genre of Dutch graphic design during
the 20's and 30's. The stylistic movements of the period - from De Stijl to art deco
- played a vital role in bringing the concepts of the modern movement into the
commercial world. A synthesis of cubist and ancient Egyptian and Mayan forms,
art deco quickly spread throughout post-World War I France, Germany, England,
Italy, and Eastern Europe before appearing in Holland. And yet despite its
comparatively late start, Dutch designers enthusiastically embraced the style for
its contemporary feel, elegance, and streamlined aesthetic as an alternative to
staid traditional and outrageous revolutionary graphic approaches. The style
influenced virtually all forms of Dutch commercial art, from magazines,
newspapers, and posters to trademarks and advertisements. Dutch Moderne
features over 500 of these designs, many of which have never before been
published in the United States, by scores of designers both renowned and
anonymous. These unearthed artifacts of Dutch commercial design reveal the
rich legacy of an indigenous style. This book is an essential resource for graphic
designers, students of design, and pop culture history aficionados alike.
Through 100 groundbreaking dresses, The Dress traces the past and present
influences and reinterpretations in clothing design. From the Victorian crinoline to
Vivienne Westwood's mini-crini of 1985, from Herve Leger's 1985 bandage dress
to Christopher Kane's 2006 neon version, each landmark dress gives examples
of how fashion ideas have been reborn and referenced throughout time by
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designers. By making connections between designers and across decades, the
book allows the reader to discover the breadth of influence in this field, the magic
of inspired originality from fashion designers and an overview of fashion history.
From beaded and bias-cut to frou-frou to corseted, Chanel to Yves Saint Laurent,
laced to bustled, each dress tells a fashion story through anecdotes and analysis,
with historic and cross-cultural references, beautiful imagery, and immaculate
referencing.
A chronicle of the key ideas that have shaped the adverts we see everyday, 100 Ideas That
Changed Advertising offers a fascinating insight into an ever-changing and fast moving
industry. Arranged broadly chronologically, the book looks at the overnight revolutions, the
flashes of inspiration, and the long-term evolutions that advertisers have wrought upon their
industry. Author Simon Veksner guides us through the key ideas behind these changes, from
the development of the first advertising formats and the history of branding, to the creative
revolutions of the 1960s and the digital age. Looking forward, the book considers the most
recent thinking in reaching new audiences, including the rise of neuromarketing and the latest
behavioural economics. Illustrated with hundreds of examples of adverts and explaining their
power to inspire, delight, and annoy, but above all, to make us buy, the book is an absorbing
guide to a turbulent industry.
Designers are used to working for clients, but there is nothing better than when the client is
oneself. Graphic and product designers, who are skilled with the tools and masters aesthetics,
are now in the forefront of this growing entrepreneur movement. Whether personal or
collective, drive is the common denominator of all entrepreneurial pursuit; of course, then
comes the brilliant idea; and finally the fervent wherewithal to make and market the result. The
Design Entrepreneur is the first book to survey this new field and showcase the innovators who
are creating everything from books to furniture, clothes to magazines, plates to surfboards, and
more. Through case studies with designers like Dave Eggers, Maira Kalman, Charles Spencer
Anderson, Seymour Chwast, Jet Mous, Nicholas Callaway, Jordi Duró, and over thirty more
from the United States and Europe, this book explores the whys, hows, and wherefores of the
conception and production processes. The design entrepreneur must take the leap away from
the safety of the traditional designer role into the precarious territory where the public decides
what works and what doesn’t. This is the book that shows how that is accomplished.
Five hundred of the most iconic graphic designs of all time, from the beginnings of mechanical
reproduction to the present The process of visual communication and problem-solving through
the use of typography, space, image, and colour informs the way we connect across
languages and cultures. Derived from the acclaimed Phaidon Archive of Graphic Design, this
fascinating compendium celebrates the long, rich history of graphic design, from the first
sample of movable type and the Nuremberg Chronicle of the fifteenth century to the cuttingedge magazines, posters, and ephemera of today. Compiled and written by a global team of
experts, this book is international in its scope and appeal.
100 Ideas that Changed Graphic DesignLaurence King Publishing
We all constantly interact with type in almost every aspect of our lives. But how do fonts affect
what we read and influence the choices we make? This book opens up the science and the art
behind how fonts influence you. It explains why certain fonts or styles evoke particular
experiences and associations. Fonts have different personalities that can create trust, mistrust,
give you confidence, make things seem easier to do or make a product taste better. They’re
hidden in plain sight, they trigger memories, associations and multisensory experiences in your
imagination. * Fonts can alter the meanings of words right before your very eyes. * See what
personalities fonts have, and what they reveal about YOUR personality. * Explore how you
respond to fonts emotionally and can make fonts work for your message. * Be amazed that a
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font has the power to alter the taste of your food. This book is for anyone who is interested in
giving words impact, who loves words and how they influence us.
Part of 100 Ideas that Changed... series, this book demonstrates how ideas defined graphic
design, and how those ideas have manifested themselves in objects of design. It includes
coverage that ranges from technical (overprinting, rub-on designs, split fountain); to stylistic
(swashes on caps, loud typography, and white space); and, more.
This innovative title looks at the history of the Web from its early roots in the research projects
of the US government to the interactive online world we know and use today. Fully illustrated
with images of early computing equipment and the inside story of the online world’s movers
and shakers, the book explains the origins of the Web’s key technologies, such as hypertext
and mark-up language, the social ideas that underlie its networks, such as open source, and
creative commons, and key moments in its development, such as the movement to broadband
and the Dotcom Crash. Later ideas look at the origins of social networking and the latest
developments on the Web, such as The Cloud and the Semantic Web. Following the design of
the previous titles in the series, this book is in a new, smaller format. It provides an informed
and fascinating illustrated history of our most used and fastest-developing technology.
From the lost art of show-card writing and the tumultuous days of guerrilla magazine publishing
to the latest in electronic leaflet design and hot magazine covers, acclaimed graphic designer
and author Steven Heller provides dozens of stunning examples of how graphic design has
transformed from a subset of pop culture to a cultural driving force on its own.

From the earliest cave paintings through to the internet and street art, this
inspiring book chronicles the 100 most influential ideas that have shaped the
world of art. Arranged in broadly chronological order, it provides a source of
inspiration and a fascinating resource for the general reader to dip into. The book
shows how developments in materials and technology have radically changed
the way that art is produced. Each entry explores when an idea first evolved and
how it has resurfaced in the work of different artists up to the present day.
Illustrated with historical masterpieces and packed with fascinating contemporary
examples, this is an inspirational and wholly original guide to understanding the
forces that have shaped world art.
This accessible book demonstrates how ideas influenced and defined graphic
design. Lavishly illustrated, it is both a great source of inspiration and a
provocative record of some of the best examples of graphic design from the last
hundred years. The entries, arranged broadly in chronological order, range from
technical (overprinting, rub-on designs, split fountain); to stylistic (swashes on
caps, loud typography, and white space); to objects (dust jackets, design
handbooks); and methods (paper cut-outs, pixelation).
This very popular design book has been wholly revised and expanded to feature
a new dimension of inspiring and counterintuitive ideas to thinking about graphic
design relationships. The Elements of Graphic Design, Second Edition is now in
full color in a larger, 8 x 10-inch trim size, and contains 40 percent more content
and over 750 images to enhance and better clarify the concepts in this thoughtprovoking resource. The second edition also includes a new section on Web
design; new discussions of modularity, framing, motion and time, rules of
randomness, and numerous quotes supported by images and biographies. This
pioneering work provides designers, art directors, and students--regardless of
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experience--with a unique approach to successful design. Veteran designer and
educator Alex. W. White has assembled a wealth of information and examples in
his exploration of what makes visual design stunning and easy to read. Readers
will discover White's four elements of graphic design, including how to: define
and reveal dominant images, words, and concepts; use scale, color, and position
to guide the viewer through levels of importance; employ white space as a
significant component of design and not merely as background; and use display
and text type for maximum comprehension and value to the reader. Offering a
new way to think about and use the four design elements, this book is certain to
inspire better design. Allworth Press, an imprint of Skyhorse Publishing,
publishes a broad range of books on the visual and performing arts, with
emphasis on the business of art. Our titles cover subjects such as graphic
design, theater, branding, fine art, photography, interior design, writing, acting,
film, how to start careers, business and legal forms, business practices, and
more. While we don't aspire to publish a New York Times bestseller or a national
bestseller, we are deeply committed to quality books that help creative
professionals succeed and thrive. We often publish in areas overlooked by other
publishers and welcome the author whose expertise can help our audience of
readers.
A comprehensive guide to graphic design and print.
100 Ideas that Changed Street Style is a look-by-look dissection of the key ideas
that changed the way we dress – from the middle of the 20th century to the
present day – explaining the most iconic items of clothing and how they were
worn, what the look was born of, its cultural background, how it was received,
and how it still resonates in fashion today. The modern wardrobe owes its
development not just to fashion designers in Paris or Milan but also to gangs and
movements brought together by a shared appreciation of music, sport or a
particular underground culture, and a certain style that defines membership.
These styles have rocked establishments, created stereotypes, expressed social
division as much as they have united people, entered the language, spread
around the world, and, above all, transformed dress for a wider public.
This inspiring book chronicles the most influential ideas that have shaped film
since its inception. Entertaining and intelligent, it provides a concise history as
well as being a fascinating resource to dip into. Arranged in a broadly
chronological order to show the development of film, the ideas include innovative
concepts, technologies, techniques, and movements. From the silent era's
masterpieces to today's blockbusters and art house movies, these highly
illustrated pages are a chance to discover or rediscover films from all around the
world.
Classic posters from the last 300 years and the stories behind them. Posters
have always been designed to seek an immediate response. From the time when
paper was first affordable, the poster has been used to provoke a direct reaction,
whether a public appeal, a legal threat, a call to arms, or the offer of
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entertainment. Newspapers might have the advantage of ubiquity in spreading
the word, but a poster could be tightly targeted by its location. Organized
chronologically, 100 Posters That Changed the World
Begin your graphic design career now, with the guidance of industry experts
Becoming a Graphic and Digital Designer is a single source guide to the myriad
of options available to those pursuing a graphic design career. With an emphasis
on portfolio requirements and job opportunities, this guide helps both students
and individuals interested in entering the design field prepare for successful
careers. Coverage includes design inspiration, design genres, and design
education, with discussion of the specific career options available in print,
interactive, and motion design. Interviews with leading designers like Michael
Bierut, Stefan Sagmeister, and Mirko Ilic give readers an insider's perspective on
career trajectory and a glimpse into everyday operations and inspirations at a
variety of companies and firms. Design has become a multi-platform activity that
involves aesthetic, creative, and technical expertise. Becoming a Graphic and
Digital Designer shows readers that the field once known as "graphic design" is
now richer and more inviting than ever before. Learn how to think like a designer
and approach projects systematically Discover the varied career options
available within graphic design Gain insight from some of the leading designers
in their fields Compile a portfolio optimized to your speciality of choice Graphic
designers' work appears in magazines, advertisements, video games, movies,
exhibits, computer programs, packaging, corporate materials, and more. Aspiring
designers are sure to find their place in the industry, regardless of specific
interests. Becoming a Graphic and Digital Designer provides a roadmap and
compass for the journey, which begins today.
The A–Z of Visual Ideas explains the key ideas, sources of inspiration and visual
techniques that have been used throughout design history. Showing where ideas and
inspiration come from, the book provides numerous strategies to help unlock the
reader’s creativity. Using a dynamic and easy-to-understand A–Z format, the book
reveals techniques that can be exploited to deliver ideas with greater impact, each entry
offering a different starting point. Looking at everything from, Art to Zeitgeist, Intuition
and Instinct to Happy Accidents and Hidden Messages, the book also features a
section explaining how to use the idea or technique, providing readers with an infallible
‘tool kit’ of inspiration. Including hundreds of inspirational quotes and packed with
great examples of advertising campaigns, posters, book and magazine covers and
illustrations, this is an indispensable primer that shows design students and
professionals how to solve any creative brief.
A thought provoking round-up of today's most interesting visual communication
projects, 'New Graphic Design' surveys the very latest work from 100 of the world's
most exciting and groundbreaking practitioners.
So you've graduated. What now? Where do you live? Can you afford to live? How can
you make money doing design? How do you get a job? Who do you want to work for
and are you good enough? What goes in your portfolio? This book offers a
comprehensive and insightful guide to anything and everything that is of practical and
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emotional use to those looking to break into the creative industry. It will share
experiences, ideas, interviews, contacts, hints, advice, criticism, and encouragement.
With sections covering education, portfolios, the gap year, placements,
jobs/freelancing, working process, and personal development, this straight-talking,
sometimes funny and frequently irreverent guide is a must-read for all creative arts
students.
This inspiring book chronicles the most influential ideas that have shaped industrial and
product design. Written by two experts on modern design, it provides a concise history
of the subject, and offers a fascinating resource to dip into for the general reader. From
the origins of modern design in the craft movements of the 19th and early 20th century,
and the changes brought about by mass production, the book traces the most important
ideas in design through the modern movement and post-war consumer society to more
recent ideas such as Open-Source Design and Biomimicry.
Publisher's description: In this ambitious publication, some one hundred of the world's
leading graphic designers and illustrators open up their private sketchbooks to offer a
privileged glimpse into their creative process.
Now in its second edition, this wide-ranging, seminal text offers an accessible account
of the history of graphic design from the nineteenth century to the present day.
Organized chronologically, the book makes an important critical contribution to the
subject by presenting graphic design and typography as deeply embedded in the fabric
of society in every era. This distinctive approach enables Stephen Eskilson to discuss
the evolution of graphic design in light of prevailing political, social, military and
economic conditions, as well as nationalism and gender. After surveying typography
from Gutenburg to Bodoni, he traces the impact of the Industrial Revolution and the
influence of Art Nouveau and the Arts and Craft movements on the graphic arts. In the
richly contextualised chapters that follow, he chronicles the history of the early twentiethcentury modernist design styles, the wartime politicization of American and Soviet
regional styles, the Bauhaus, the rise of the International Style in the 1950s1960s, and
the post-modern movement of the 1970s1980s right through to the challenges facing
the worlds designers today. This second edition has been carefully reviewed and
updated to best reflect contemporary scholarship. In addition to 75 new colour images,
there is a revised final chapter that includes an up-to-date survey of the wealth of
aesthetic, conceptual and technical developments in graphic design over the last few
years.
"This book demonstrates how ideas influenced and defined graphic design, and how
those ideas have manifested themselves in objects of design. The aim of this book is to
determine, define, discuss, and illustrate the big ideas that created the critical mass that
produced the art and craft of contemporary graphic design. The 100 entries, arranged
broadly in chronological order, range from technical (overprinting, rub-on designs, split
fountain); to stylistic (swashes on caps, loud typography, and white space); to objects
(dust jackets, design handbooks); and methods (paper cut-outs, pixelation)." -Provided by publisher.
This inspiring book chronicles the most influential ideas that have shaped architecture.
Entertainingly written by an expert on architecture, it provides a concise history of the
subject, and offers a fascinating resource to dip into for the general reader. Starting with
the basic building 'components' of door, window, column and beam and the Classical
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orders, it then goes on to explore historical movements such as the Picturesque and
Beaux-Arts, innovative materials such as steel and reinforced concrete, technical
innovations, such as the lift and electric lighting, through to modern movements such as
Universal Design and Deconstruction. Arranged in a broadly chronological order, the
ideas are presented through informative text and arresting visuals, exploring when each
idea first evolved and the subsequent impact it has had up to the present day.

Published to instant acclaim in 2005, our best selling How to Be a Graphic
Designer without Losing Your Soul has become a trusted resource for graphic
designers around the world, combining practical advice with philosophical
guidance to help young professionals embark on their careers. This new,
expanded edition brings this essential text up to date with new chapters on
professional skills, the creative process, and global trends that include social
responsibility, ethics, and the rise of digital culture. How to Be a Graphic
Designer offers clear, concise guidance along with focused, no-nonsense
strategies for setting up, running, and promoting a studio; finding work; and
collaborating with clients. The book also includes inspiring new interviews with
leading designers, including Jonathan Barnbrook, Sara De Bondt, Stephen
Doyle, Ben Drury, Paul Sahre, Dmitri Siegel, Sophie Thomas, and Magnus Vol
Mathiassen
For the third edition of Graphic DesignStephen Eskilson has, with the aid of 540
new and existing images, updated key parts of the book. Most notably he has
expanded the introduction to begin with the origins of writing and added a new
chapter 11 that investigates current trends in digital design. Organized
chronologically, the book traces the impact of politics, economics, war,
nationalism, colonialism, gender and art on graphic designers working in print
and film and with the latest web, multimedia and emerging digital technologies.
Have you ever struggled to complete a design project on time? Or felt that having
a tight deadline stifled your capacity for maximum creativity? If so, then this book
is for you. Within these pages, you'll find 80 creative challenges that will help you
achieve a breadth of stronger design solutions, in various media, within any set
time period. Exercises range from creating a typeface in an hour to designing a
paper robot in an afternoon to designing web pages and other interactive
experiences. Each exercise includes compelling visual solutions from other
designers and background stories to help you increase your capacity to innovate.
Creative Workshop also includes useful brainstorming techniques and wisdom
from some of today's top designers. By road-testing these techniques as you
attempt each challenge, you'll find new and more effective ways to solve tough
design problems and bring your solutions to vibrant life.
Every once in a while, an idea comes along that makes the entire world sit up
and take notice. From the earliest understandings of our place in the solar
system, via Darwinism, DNA, neutrons and quarks, right up to the theories that
are pushing the boundaries of our knowledge today, we are forever propelled
forward by our most gifted scientific minds. In this fascinating book, former BBC
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Focus magazine editor Jheni Osman explores 100 of the most forward thinking,
far-reaching and downright inspired ideas and inventions in history, each
nominated by experts from all fields of science and engineering. With selections
from established authorities such as Brian Cox, Patrick Moore, Richard Dawkins
and Marcus du Sautoy, Osman covers topics as diverse as the Big Bang,
vaccination, computing, radioactivity, human genomes, the wheel and many
more. Each essay looks at the logic behind these great inventions, discoveries,
theories and experiments, studying the circumstances that brought them into
being and assessing the impact that they had on the world at large. An intriguing
and thought-provoking collection, 100 Ideas that Changed the World offers us a
glimpse into the minds behind history's greatest eureka moments.
100 Classic Graphic Design Journals surveys a unique collection of the most
influential magazines devoted to graphic design, advertising, and typography.
These journals together span over 100 years of the history of print design and
chart the rise of graphic design from a necessary sideline to the printing industry
to an autonomous creative profession. Each magazine is generously illustrated
with a large selection of spreads and covers. A descriptive text based, where
possible, on interviews with editors, designers, and publishers is also included for
each magazine alongside comprehensively researched bibliographic material.
The magazines featured cover a range of industries and eras, from advertising
(Publimondial, La Pubblicità Italiana), posters (Das Plakat, Affiche), and
typography (Typografische Monatsblätter, Typographica), to Art Nouveau
(Bradley, His Book), Modernist design (Neue Grafik, ULM) and Post-Modern and
contemporary graphics (Emigre, It's Nice That). These 100 journals offer an
invaluable resource to historians and students of graphic design, and a rich seam
of visual research and inspiration for graphic designers.
An entertaining and highly original introduction to graphic design, this beautifully
designed book uses puzzles and visual challenges to demonstrate how
typography, signage, posters, and branding work. Through a series of games and
activities, including spot the difference, matching games, drawing, and dot-to-dot,
readers are introduced to concepts and techniques in an engaging and
interactive way. Further explanation and information is provided by solution
pages and a glossary, and a loose-leaf section contains stickers, die-cut
templates, and colored paper to help readers complete the activities. Illustrated
with typefaces, posters, and pictograms by distinguished designers including Otl
Aicher, Pierre Di Sciullo, Otto Neurath and Gerd Arntz, the book will be enjoyed
both by graphic designers, and anyone interested in finding out more about visual
communication.
This compelling book chronicles the most influential ideas that have shaped
photography from the invention of the daguerreotype in the early 19th century up
to the digital revolution and beyond. Each idea is presented through lively text
and arresting visuals, and explores when the idea first evolved and its
subsequent impact on photography.
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Author and design expert Steven Heller has revisited and revised the popular
classic Design Literacy by revising many of the thoughtful essays from the
original and mixing in thirty-two new works. Each essay offers a taste of the
aesthetic, political, historical, and personal issues that have engaged designers
from the late nineteenth century to the present—from the ubiquitous (the swastika,
antiwar posters) to the whimsical (MAD magazine parodies). The essays are
organized into eight thematic categories—persuasion, mass media, language,
identity, information, iconography, style, and commerce. This revised edition also
highlights recent trends in graphic design such as aesthetic changes in
typography in the digital age and the nexus between graphic design and wired
culture. This is an eclectic look at how, why, and if graphic design influences our
ever-evolving, diverse world. Allworth Press, an imprint of Skyhorse Publishing,
publishes a broad range of books on the visual and performing arts, with
emphasis on the business of art. Our titles cover subjects such as graphic
design, theater, branding, fine art, photography, interior design, writing, acting,
film, how to start careers, business and legal forms, business practices, and
more. While we don't aspire to publish a New York Times bestseller or a national
bestseller, we are deeply committed to quality books that help creative
professionals succeed and thrive. We often publish in areas overlooked by other
publishers and welcome the author whose expertise can help our audience of
readers.
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